NOTIFICATION

A Walk-In-Interview for the Selection of suitable candidates to the post of Lecturer on contract basis, for a period of Eleven (11) Months in the Department of Futures Studies, University of Kerala, Kariavattom is scheduled to be held on 15.07.2020 11.00 A.M.

The Qualification, remuneration etc fixed for the post are as shown below.

Post: Lecturer (on contract basis)

Vacancy: 2

Qualifications:

I ).Good Academic record with at least 55% marks or an equivalent grade at Master Level in relevant subject from an Indian University or an equivalent Degree from a Foreign University in the following subjects.

a) Futures Studies  b) Computer Science

 c) Operations Research  d) Engineering

e) Mathematics  f) Statistics

g) Economics  h) Technology Management

Note:1 Candidates besides fulfilling the above qualification should have cleared the eligibility test for Lectureship conducted by UGC/CSIR or similar test accredited by the UGC.

However the candidates who have passed Ph.D Degree in the concerned subject are exempted from NET qualification.

Note.2 A relaxation of 5% marks at Masters Level is allowed to Ph.D degree holders who have passed their Masters Degree prior to 19.10.191.

OR

II). A First Class Masters Degree in Technology Management (ME/M.Tech). In the absence of the candidates with above qualifications, First Class Masters Degree holders (ME/M.Tech) in Electronics and Communication/ Computer Science and Engineering /IT may be considered. The candidates must have undergone an AICTE approved programme for the above qualifying degree. Such candidates may also be exempted from passing UGC.NET.

Note.3 A relaxation of 5% marks may be provided at the Graduate and Masters
level for the Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe/Differently-abled (Physically and visually differently-abled)/Other Backward Classes (OBC) (Non Creamy Layer) categories for the purpose of eligibility and for assessing good academic record during direct recruitment to teaching positions. The eligibility marks of 55% marks (or an equivalent grade in a point scale wherever grading system is followed) and the relaxation of 5% to the categories mentioned above are permissible, based on only the qualifying marks without including any grace mark procedures.

**AGE:** Not more than 40 years as on 01.01.2016. Normal relaxation as per Govt/University rules to reservation category.

**REMUNERATION:**

I. Lecturers with Ph.D/NET = Rs.35,000/-

II. Lecturers M.Tech =Rs.33,000/-

III. Lectures PG/M.Phil =Rs.25,000/-

**NB:** Additional Qualifications, Publications, Experience etc shall have weightage for selection.

Candidates with the above qualifications may attend the interview with original documents and a set of photocopies to prove their Age, Qualification and Experience. They are directed to be present at **11.00 A.M** on **15.07.2020** in the **Pro-Vice-Chancellor's Chamber,** SH Campus, University of Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.

**REGISTRAR**